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Reprise your role as commander of the elite Special Air Services (SAS) during World War II, fighting against the Axis powers.
To do this, you will have to work together with the most legendary pilots. Each of them is a professional of the highest class, but

each also likes to take risks and die, participating in a deadly battle with superior enemy forces. Take off as the crew
commander of a secret aircraft on the battlefields of Europe... The development and production of this game was entrusted to
SAE. The project involved national and international organizations including EA Games, SAI, CRG, Valve, EA Rumble Pak,
The Unearthly Labs, The Orange Cell, Entertainment, Gateway, PerfectX and Partnership Works. Therefore, we can say with
full confidence that in "SAS: Allied Assault" we meet the whole gamut of genres and directions that we are already familiar

with from the games of other authors. However, the gameplay in SAS: Executive Assault includes several original elements that
have not previously been featured in other games in the genre. You will be in command of elite units - SAS, SAS Joint Support
Team, SWAT, SSGT and Station X - led by experienced officers, who must now conduct a series of battles as part of a small
group and conduct as many ground operations as possible. You will have to repel enemy attacks by destroying his transport,

while trying not to fall into traps that other members of the group can stumble upon. This makes it possible to withdraw a large
number of enemy soldiers from combat, release pilots from captivity, and advance along a priority flight path without attracting
the attention of enemy fighters. At the same time, you must give the opportunity to take protective measures to soldiers who can
no longer help the rest of the fighters and must lie on the ground. Gameplay video for beginners: 1) Obstacle avoidance: look at

the bottom of the screen 2) Imitation of a cliff jump 3) Holding the "wings" of the helicopter in the air: press the left mouse
button in a certain place on the screen
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